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“If you see the magic in a fairy tale, 
you can face the future.” ~Danielle Steel

I was 17 when I first read a book by Francesca Lia Block . It 
was Weetzie Bat, and I drank the words in big gulps as if I 
hadn't had a good cup of literary water in years. I had finally 
found my author, and when I was finished with the book I 
took out my notebook and wrote a poem...

Magic Cat

Magic cat sits in the garden
of rainbow-colored flowers,
her crystallized green eyes
watching unknown things. 
Magic cat has chocolate silk fur
with a pinch of caramel
and her purr like vanilla icing.
Magic cat puts spells on me
and whispers things with her eyes.
She rubs wishes into my shoes,
my back, my arms. 
Magic cat doesn't tell anyone
her secret but me. 
She's really like a cupid
or a gypsy or a magic thing
in a cat's body. 
We are the only ones that 
know the deep secrets.
We know about the sprites
and faeries that dance 
among the grass blades.
Magic cat is here for me.
When I look at her,
I see all my dreams.

http://www.francescaliablock.com/


Definitely not the most graceful poem, but I had never really 
written poetry. The fact that Ms. Block had inspired me in 
such a way made my heart sing. 

I continued reading her books and kept writing like I had 
never written before. Even now, any time I need that extra 
magical inspiration, I go to her novels. And this year I had 
the opportunity to take her writing workshops, which was a 
dream come true.

That's where this little book comes in; I always hoped to find 
a writing reference that inspired me as much as Francesca 
did. I wanted it to be dreamy and magical and help me find 
the words to craft pieces lush with vivid imagery and poetic 
language. I never found it, so I decided to create it. 

And now that's where you come in. Let this guide open your 
mind to the fantastical. Feel your wings unfurling and capture 
the magic to infuse into your poetry, stories, essays, or 
whatever you may feel called to write.

Writing From Your Wings has four parts: the first is a 
collection of questions to stir the pixie dust in your brain. 
Choose one that speaks to you and do some free writing in 
your journal. See what emerges.

The second part is comprised of sentence starters that allow 
you to finish the thought in any way you see fit. 

In the third section you'll find a group of key motivators. 
Each key is an exercise to warm you up or clear your blocks. 

The last section is like a treasure box full of words and 
random thoughts to get your magic juices flowing. Use them 



to write poems or as ideas for short stories. You could even 
use them in art journaling. Whatever tips your teacup! 

Happy writing!







What color are your wings?

If you were a mermaid, in which sea would you live?

Who is the goddess of your soul?

What does the sunset have to say?







Who stole your heart?

What stories do your scars tell?

What makes you ridiculously happy?

What poem is blossoming within you?







What do you find at the end of the rainbow?

What's in your book of spells?

What is your most perfect book called?

How do you love?







What's at your core?

Who would you be in an alternate universe?

What's in your shrine of precious things?

What does a rainbow taste like?







If you were a mood ring, what color would you be?

What poems do you find in your pocket?

What gets under your skin?

Who keeps the key to your heart?







How are you creating a life worth living?

Where does your mind wander?

How can you heal through your stories?

What word would you like to eat?







What do you see when you peek through the keyhole?

What skeleton hides in your closet?

What has love taught you?

What is drifting in the clouds?







Who has a sparkly heart?

What are your bones telling you?

What would you wear to a mermaid's wedding?

What would you give a wood nymph for her birthday?







Have you witnessed a miracle?

You find a secret book of poems – what does the first one 
say?

What is the constellation of your heart?

Look around; what's the conflict?







Write your horoscope. What's in your stars for today?

Something magical is about to happen. What is it?

How do you feel about death?

Which literary character do you feel closest to? Why?







With what are you obsessed?

When do you feel like crying?

What is your favorite word?

Everyday is your birthday. How will you celebrate?







What does blue taste like?

What hurts?

Do trees whisper or shout?

Look at yourself from the cosmos; what do you see? How 
does this change your perspective on things?







Odd or even?

What is beauty?

What angel do you wrestle with?

Where is poetry found?







What achievement are you most proud of?

What's the best thing to do on a rainy day?

If all the world's a stage, what character do you play?

What song does your soul sing?







Is there anything you would like to tell someone from the 
past?

How does imagination play a role in your life?

Do you believe in fate?

Why does the caged bird sing?









Today my heart...

If love were a prayer...

The dreamiest dream I ever had...

My hero is.....







To simplify my life, I can...

The book that changed my life...

I am forgiving...

My spirit sings...







I come from...

I dance to the beat of...

My aura is the color of...

My spirit animal...







I can love myself more by...

A lotus is like...

Dancing is...

A little bird told me...







My wounds are...

Healing comes from...

If wine was made from the moon...

I believe...







The gift I'd like to give...

My adventure starts...

If life were a fairy tale...

My focus...







This moment...

My big goal is...

I can't let go of...

I hope the next generation learns...







 Write in pink ink. What story emerges?

 Write a character description for the emotion you're 
feeling now.

 Write someone a letter. Fill the envelope with glitter.

 Write something ugly.

 Write something beautiful.

 Write a prayer or meditation for creativity.

 Find inspiration in an oracle.

 Make a list of the first five words that come to you. Now 
write a poem for each of them.

 Write a story that takes place in a garden/kitchen/castle.

 Write a love letter to the universe.

 Write a poem with your non-dominant hand.

 Weave a winter's tale.

 Look at something from upside down; write about this 
new perspective.

 Write a letter to your younger self.

 Write a letter to your future self.

 Write about what you are obsessed with – themes, cities, 



people, emotions. Be specific. Now take all those things and 
mold them into a story.

 If you are writing a novel or short story or even just have 
an idea for a character, sit that character down and interview 
her/him. Ask deep questions, silly questions. Act as if you 
have invited her to coffee and want to get to know her.

 Write about love, envy, melancholy, or any other emotion 
and attach it to someone you know.

 Research faerie tales from different countries. Use the 
characters and symbols to create your own tale.

 Use an odd news story as a story idea. I recently came 
upon one about a teenage boy who had lived with his father 
in the woods for many years. No one knew about them until 
the father died. This news is filled with story ideas! What was 
it like living in the forest? How did they stay off the grid? 
What led them to forest living?





♥ Forever sunshine

♥ Finding a unicorn

♥ Love is a bombshell

♥ Lemon slice of sky

♥ The magic carnival of life

♥ Beauty in the darkness

♥ She drank the stars and they made her soul shine

♥ Hope

♥ The most magical place on earth

♥ Light pouring through the windows

♥ Your tea leaves have a secret

♥ A bathtub full of roses

♥ The color of daydreams

♥ By the light of a firefly

♥ Seashell white

♥ Love has sneaked in

♥ Big, beautiful blessings

♥ Mother Earth



♥ Sounds of summer

♥ Bones like tea cups

♥ Destiny in the palm of my hand

♥ Creativity is fearlessness

♥ Sanctuary of words

♥ Karma

♥ A caravan of magical things

♥ Bubbles

♥ Jar of wishes

♥ Moon shell

♥ Abundance

♥ Blackout

♥ Orange blossom

♥ Vices

♥ Writer's block

♥ Rant on

♥ Rave on



♥ Imagination

♥ Bliss

♥ Tradition

♥ The moon skinny dips beneath the water

♥ She wanted to live in a sand castle

♥ He never liked witches

♥ The sky was soupy



I call myself a fairy changeling because I've never quite felt 
human. You should have seen my mother's face when I told 
her that I was part of a race of fairies that had stolen her real 
daughter and left me as a replacement. I think there was a 
hint of belief in her eyes.

I believe in keeping my inner child fully alive and open to the 
wonders of this world - especially the everyday things that 
seem to lose their appeal as we get older. I look at things 
with a bit of sparkle in my eyes and I've always said there is 
glitter in my veins.

I lovelovelove to write and dance and read books by the 
dozens. A few of my favorite things: poetry, yoga, all kinds of 
music, chap-stick, handmade things, wings, Francesca Lia 
Block, Victorianism, photography, the ocean, the desert, 
painting and making things like altered books and jewelry, 



browsing bookstores (esp. the ones tucked in corners that 
house old books and have that wonderful old paper smell), 
day dreaming, and a good spot of tea in a pretty tea cup.

You can visit me at:

www.  thesacredmiddle.com  
www.twitter.com/cassandra_key
www.facebook.com/  thesacredmiddle  

Send me a note:
ckpoet@gmail.com
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